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Section 2 The Group Policy ｜ DX MESSAGE
Creating new experience value using the Group's accumulated data 
and know-how as intellectual assets

Message from the Management

The Group established its long-term management 

policy GROUP VISION 2030, and has added digital 

transformation (DX) as a new constituent of the 

Group policy. With digitalization proceeding 

rapidly, we have promptly identified changes in the 

social values and ways of living of individuals and 

launched a business transformation that leads to 

the creation of new corporate value.

　We are promoting DX under three themes. One is 

the reform of business processes. We  review our 

internal business process and convert empirical 

value into data to build a strategic IT infrastructure 

that permits the multi-faceted use of accumulated 

data. The second theme is customer experience 

(CX). We add technologies to our existing services 

and allow customers to feel the progress of digital 

technologies, aiming for advances in customer 

contact points. And the third theme is innovation. 

We acquire an agile organizational capability by 

overcoming path dependence* and create new 

digital business models.

　The world has now seen the end of the first 

phase of tech transformation, in which digital  

services are replacing physical services. The creation 

of new experience value through online and offline 

integration is emerging as a new theme. For example, 

in the field of human capital-utilizing business, the 

digitalization of platform for building close  

relationships between sellers/lessors and buyers/

lessees will be needed in the Real Estate Agents 

business, and the digitalization of platforms for 

building such relationships between facilities and 

visitors/users/residents will be necessary for the 

Property Management & Operation business.

　Moving forward, we will transform our services in 

accordance with customer needs by identifying the 

axis of various changes, referring to integrated 

data, real and digital, as a clue, while taking 

advantage of the breadth of the Group's business 

wingspan in the BtoC domain. Then, while 

providing customers with an impressive 

experience, we will advance our accumulated data 

and expertise into intellectual assets and deepen 

them into strong corporate value.

　In a VUCA era, companies which cannot change 

will not be able to survive. DX is a means of evolving 

into a company that is capable of responding to 

changes. We will practice the three themes to work 

on with a strong sense of crisis and urgency.

* An economics term that refers to a phenomenon whereby you are constrained by mechanisms and ideas determined by past background or history

Shouhei Kimura
Director, Operating Officer,  
Tokyu Fudosan Holdings Corporation
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Section 2 The Group Policy ｜ DX

Policy and Initiatives

Business process

A shift to creative work by  
promoting labor saving

Customer experience (CX)

Impressive experience creation 
through the advancement of  

customer contact points

Innovation

New value creation by utilizing  
intellectual assets

New value creation by utilizing digital technologies

The new normal lifestyles have become established, and a wave of  

diversification with digital technologies is being seen in various scenes, 

including daily life and business. In light of these changes, the Group is 

focusing on creating lifestyles that integrate work styles, home styles, 

and play styles while applying leading-edge technologies to each  

business model. In our long-term vision, which shows our ideal vision 

for 2030, we have positioned DX as a pillar of the Group policy. We are 

planning to transform each business into an intellectual asset-utilizing 

business by leveraging our abundant customer contact points, know-

how, and data.

Three themes of focus in DX

We will visualize existing workflows, which were 

difficult to systematize and would depend on  

manual input and other manual tasks. Then, we will 

use RPA (software which automates the operation 

of PC, etc. by humans) for routine work and take 

other initiatives to promote business process  

automation and labor-saving with technologies for 

shifting to creative work.

The Group features the point that it has long held a 

wealth of customer contact points in both real and 

digital spaces. Taking advantage of this strength, 

we will develop an elaborate understanding of  

customers using data accumulated in the Group, 

aiming to create an impressive experience, through 

the advancement of customer contact points, such 

as Online Merges with Offline (OMO).

We will help solve social issues by converting our 

intangible assets, such as the operational know-

how that we have established, into tools for value 

creation with digital technologies. We will also  

create new customer experience, aiming for  

structural reform of the overall industry. For this 

purpose, we will first make steady progress in  

providing proprietary development tools and  

service models to external parties and diversifying 

revenues by building co-creation models.
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Mechanisms to accelerate DX

 Building strategic IT infrastructure
We make Group-wide efforts to promote the creation of new services and advance 

data utilization by strategically developing IT infrastructure with variability and  

scalability.

Developing and securing human capital
We define DX human capital as human capital who promote transformation by 

using digital technologies with understanding of existing businesses.  

We implement training programs, which  help develop service design capability in 

addition to providing knowledge on digital technologies.

Co-creation through CVC (Corporate Venture Capital)
We flexibly form business alliances with venture firms and invest in them, 

through a program with a total investment of 5.0 billion yen.

Internal venture scheme
In fiscal 2019, we began to implement STEP, an internal venture scheme, aiming 

to create businesses that will support the Group in ten years.

Collaboration with tech companies
We are proactive in applying advanced technologies of tech companies to Group 

companies' businesses, thus leading advances in business process digitalization 

and CX.

Organizational climate and work-style reform
We realize efficient workstyles by digitalizing business process and reviewing 

workstyles. We are going to allocate extra time to high value-added operations to 

promote labor productivity improvement.

Major initiatives of companies and businesses

●  Launched the online customer service, which permits customers to video call 

and compare products at home (Tokyu Hands)

●  Promoting the spread of online fitness by using WEBGYM, an app as a portable 

gym (TOKYU SPORTS OASIS)

●  Supporting communication between students during the COVID-19 pandemic by 

holding online workshops and other events (NATIONAL STUDENT INFORMATION 

CENTER)

●  The Tokyu Fudosan Holdings Open Innovation Program was established in October 

2017. In the roughly four years since its establishment, this CVC has invested in 21 

companies in total (as of June 30, 2021).

●  TQ Connect Co., Ltd. was established as the first project to be commercialized 

under the STEP internal venture scheme. Its corporate philosophy is "Building a 

society where all the people are connected to the internet."

●  Invested in Agya Ventures Fund L.P., which specializes in real estate tech in 

countries across the world.

The industry’s first 24-hour online fitness service Services of addressing senior citizens' issues by 
making effective use of IT


